






















Reexamination of Matisse’s “Symphonic Interiors”: 
The Style of Expression in Pink Studio and Red Studio
Takako YOSHIKAWA
????????
?This paper explores Henri Matisse’s set of decorative panels known as the “Symphonic Interiors” which con-
sists of four paintings of different interiors: Pink Studio, Painter’s Family, Interior with Eggplants, and Red 
Studio. The name “Symphonic Interiors” first appeared in the first monograph published on Matisse’s life and 
work, Matisse: His Art and His Public by Alfred H. Barr, Jr. He suggested that the four panels composed one 
series, and introduced them as “Symphonic Interiors” to insist on the similarity of their compositions. He 
attempted to create “modern art history” based on formalistic interpretation, which develops from naturalistic 
expression to abstract expression.
?Recent research reveals that these four paintings were created in complex situations, proving the need for fur-
ther discussion on their relevance. This study reviews how these panels were executed and reconsiders their 
significance. A study of their background context reveals that they were not painted as one series, but were based 
on decoration plans proposed by Sergei Shchukin. Of the four panels, only Pink Studio and Red Studio were 
included together in one decorative plan. The author therefore separates these two panels, Pink Studio and Red 
Studio, and assesses them as a pair, demonstrating how they reveal Matisse’s characteristic style of expression, 
“themes and variation,” which presupposes the equivalence of expressive varieties. This viewpoint is inconsistent 
with Barr’s dialectic interpretation.
?By analyzing the production processes of the two panels and the differences between them, the painter’s atti-
tude towards expression at that time can be revealed. The variety of expression styles in these panels reveals 
Matisse’s distinctive style, which was based on his intuition inspired by objects. This analysis reveals the painter’s 
characteristic preference for the “themes and variation” style, as demonstrated in his works after 1907, especially 
in the 1910s.
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